
TO: REGULATIORY & NATIONAL REFORM, FAIR TRADING NSW 

SUBJECT: A SUBMISSION ON THE ASSOCIATION INCORPORATION 

REGULATIONS 2022 - PUBLIC REVIEW 

COMMENTS: 

1. The public officer. Please review the Model Constitution which appears to be not 

fully supportive of the Associations Incorporations Act 2009 (24 March 2022) in 

so far as it omits important details the roll of the public officer in associations.    

a. The Act section 34(1) states:- the associations committee must appoint a 

public officer. 

Suggestion: to include a statement in the Model Constitution section 13 

Functions of Committee to this effect . 

b. The Act section 13 requires the public officer to notify the Secretary within 

28 days of a change in the associations address on the approved form, 

(Form A9). 

Suggestion: to include a statement in the Model Constitution to this effect 

and to consider other references in the Act regarding the public officer that 

may be worthy of inclusion. Eg being a signatory of the association. 

2. Please review the draft Model Constitution 2022 section 43, Inspection of 

Records and Books, which appears to be written for the era of paper and books. 

With the advent of electronic documents does 43(1) “inspection free of charge” 

include inspection of an electronic copy? (ie by email). Does 43(2) “obtain a copy” 

now means “obtain a hard or printed copy” both subject to 43(3). 

Suggestion: to clarify section 43 in terms of electronic documents and retain the 

same intent as per the paper copy era intent. 

SUMMARY: Cost of implementation of the suggestions: Low 

Benefits: I believe that the above suggestions, if implemented, would satisfy the 

objectives of the RIS by providing legislative support and administrative detail for the 

operation of the Act, enabling it to function efficiently. They would also provide 

valuable governance information and guidance for associations to leave no doubt of 

the committee’s and public officer’s obligations. 

The above suggestions are made based on (past) experience of being an 

association secretary / public officer. It should not be necessary for a person to 

provide a committee with an extract from the Act in order to enable a minute to be 

passed confirming the appointment of a public officer. 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 




